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True to the Legacy theme, we wanted to pay tribute to the 70s and 80s, and as such we have re-created the classic hombre de las nieves bat flip as a b-boy.Q: how to stop matplotlib to autoreload in ipython notebook (pylab) I am using ipython notebook and I am using matplotlib to visualize some data, and it seems that the matplotlib that loaded automatically at ipython autoreload, is not the same one that is
used when I started ipython notebook. This is not desired, because there is a bug which make my graph not working. Is there a way to fix this behavior? This is my code from matplotlib.backends.backend_pdf import PdfPages import matplotlib.pyplot as plt import seaborn as sns from ipython.display import display, HTML sns.set(style="white", context="paper") plt.figure(figsize=(8, 4), dpi=50) snp_plot =
sns.load_dataset('kknp') snp_plot.plot(x='chrom', y='pvalue', kind='scatter', data=snp_plot.data) plt.savefig("scatter_plot.png", format='png', bbox_inches='tight', dpi=200) sns.despine(offset=10) display(HTML('
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